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The Mount Alexander Sustainability Group (MASG) applied successfully to the Victorian Gov-

ernment’s Sustainability Fund to roll out a CRAG program that supports it s members and their 

efforts to reduce their household carbon emissions.   

 

Householders in the Shire were asked to get together with their neighbours to keep tabs on 

their household carbon footprints as part of the project. They were then invited to report their 

carbon emissions from electricity, gas, travel and waste and on working together to find ways 

to reduce carbon emissions. 

 

The program was designed for the sharing of knowledge and suggestions for retrofitting 

homes as well as opportunities for groups to develop food production and sharing, alternative 

transport options and a myriad of innovative ideas from the community. Because the CRAG 

process is self-determining, the idea is for the people in them to develop and implement their 

own ideas on how to reduce their carbon emissions, as well as how they might penalize them-

selves if they don’t.  

 

Becoming part of a Carbon Reduction Action Group is one of the most important steps to be 

taken to help reduce carbon emissions at home and across the Shire. Just by reading about 

the idea is taking the first step to a lower carbon community. 

 

 

www.masg.org.au/crag 
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Eva Haaburger—aiming for a 5% carbon 

reduction after significant reductions 

already, following home alterations. 

Introduction 
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The atmosphere has a limited capacity to soak up green house gases. Car-

bon rationers believe that this represents a unique shared resource. In a car-

bon rationing society, reducing the size of our ration year by year, carbon 

rationing becomes a pathway to a fairer, lower carbon future. 

 

A CRAG is a group of people who have decided to act together to reduce 

their individual and collective carbon footprints. They do this in an annual 

cycle. First they set themselves an annual emissions target or ‘carbon ration’. 

Then they keep track of their emissions over the year by keeping a record of 

their household energy use and private car and plane travel. Then, over an 

annual cycle, groups usually reward or penalise members that undershoot or 

exceed their allowance — putting excess funds into low carbon projects or 

offsets.  

 

Although various CRAG websites provide guidelines about how a CRAG can 

or should operate, each CRAG is an autonomous entity which can adopt or 

set its own rules. For example, some groups have set individual, rather than 

common, allowances. Each CRAG is entirely self-starting, so it is up to CRAG 

members to drive their local groups forward. 

 

The CRAG ‘network’ has no central office, no staff, no funding and no consti-

tution. It does not have any links with any political party or commercial or-

ganisation. There are no press releases and there is no official press contact. 

 

 

www.carbonequity.info/crags 
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What is a CRAG? 

Rohan & Fran Woodruff— 

 

TIP: 

Look at all the different CRAG models 

and find out which one suits your com-

munity. 
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Inspired by a George Monbiot speech*  at the 2005 Climate Change March in    

London and based on ideas in Mayer Hillman’s How We Can Save the Planet, Andy 

Ross set up the first CRAG in the West Midlands in the UK in 2005. Soon afterwards 

another was set up nearby and a guide to the scheme was posted on an online 

forum where it stimulated a long discussion and brought together many of the   

original protagonists who founded the subsequent wave of groups in the UK. 

 

CRAGs have since drawn international attention from France, Australia, New      

Zealand and the US. 

The original aims of the scheme were as follows: 

• to make us all aware of our personal CO2 footprint  

• to find out if it can help us make radical cuts in our personal CO2 emissions  

• to help us argue for (or against!) the adoption of similar schemes at a national  

and/or international level  

• to build up solidarity between a growing community of carbon conscious  

 people.  
• to share practical, lower-carbon-living knowledge and experience  

 

 

 

 

* www.carbonrationing.org.uk 
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The UK model 

Above, the UK Crag program volunteers use a 

website to keep new groups and members up to 

date and to share information, such as the UK 

CRAG Census, summary   
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There are currently four CRAG movements in Australia. The Australian 

model was based on the UK system. Operating as a group of people 

who have decided to act together, they set themselves an annual 

emissions target or ‘carbon ration’. This may be a fixed amount (e.g. 

5 tonnes CO2 per person) or a certain percentage cut in emissions 

compared to the previous year (e.g. 1-30%). Then they keep track of 

their emissions over the year by keeping a record of their household 

energy use and private car and plane travel. In this way they reduce 

their individual and collective carbon footprints and reach a higher 

level of domestic sustainability.  

 

The CRAG groups are located in Mount Alexander, Brisbane,          

Yarraville/Seddon/Footscray (Melbourne), Daylsford and City of  

Manningham (Melbourne). 

 

www.carbonequity.info/crags 
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The Australian CRAG network 
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CRAG - the MASG way 

After successfully securing funds from Sustainability Victoria, the 

MASG approach to supporting a local CRAG network began with 

the appointment of a project worker. Deanna Neville, a local Com-

munity Development working freelance on local projects, was ap-

pointed to facilitate the CRAG project. 

 

The UK model, around which the MASG application was designed, 

describes the symbiotic evolution of small, connected grassroots 

gatherings of people getting together to share information. The 

groups were friends or neighbours; like-minded citizens willing to seek 

and make the necessary changes to their lifestyles. A word of mouth 

process, placing flyers in local shops and newspaper ads would bring 

these people together. 

 

The Mount Alexander Sustainability Group aimed to support their 

members, now numbering over 1,000, by providing the opportunity to 

take further steps toward their personal carbon emission reduction. 

The CRAG model enables this process to be lead and driven by the 

community at its own pace using its own resourcefulness. 

 
Limitations & opportunities 

As a resource, MASG has an abundance of information available to 

members via its weekly (now bi-weekly) e-news, regular involvement 

in community events and representation at numerous community 

meetings and discussion groups. MASG provides links for members to 

a range of broader community networks and action groups and their 

projects. The C500 project provided an enormous amount of informa-

tion for the community and trained a network of peers to run energy-

smart workshops and home energy assessments. Castlemaine 500 

(C500) was a behavioural change pilot project for reducing home 

energy use and greenhouse has emissions and raise community 

awareness of climate change. MASG has also developed local  

community action via its Finding Our Power workshops, from which 

numerous community networks have formed. 

 

TIP: 

If your community has already ac-

cessed sustainability resources, find out 

what they want to do next and model 

your programs on local interests.  
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As the Crag project was introduced to our community, via email and 

local media, it became clear that people really wanted to take that 

next step — a follow-on from the range of information they had al-

ready gleaned that enabled them to make clear decisions about what 

to do and a commitment to make a change. 

Instead of forming the small, intimate groups that the UK model de-

scribes, our members, already part of the bigger Masg group and other 

networks, chose to stay broadly informed within a Crag group but with-

out the extra commitment of more self-driven carbon-reduction activi-

ties.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

MASG Cragger, Julia, with Project worker Deanna with WestCrag visit 

from Shaun & Neesh. 

 



e 

A key to the CRAG model is the calculation stage, which is often the first 

time people understand the link between their habits and their emis-

sions. It can be otherwise hard to connect a decision to leave extra 

lights switched on with the electricity bill that comes months 

later. 

Back in Yarraville, Steve's calculation is almost in. He 

sounds a little nervous. "How good am I? Or should that be 

how bad am I?" he asks. Taking green power into account, 

which cuts electricity off his scorecard, he registers 4.6 ton-

nes of carbon emissions in the past year. That's about half 

the Australian average under this model of calculation, 

which excludes food and other purchases of goods and 

services. Still, Steve is sure he can do better. The group of-

fer suggestions, from adding ex-

tra insulation and sealing 

draughts to buying a ther-

mometer, so he knows how hot 

his living room is. "I've been 

overusing my gas heater," 

Steve says. "I'll have to cut 

back on that." 

Yet for the CRAG members the 

benefit of their new knowledge 

goes not only to the atmos-

phere, but also to the back 

pocket. Wray and Murray now 

spend more on their electricity 

connection fee than on con-

sumption. 

"For a lot of people it's possible to make massive reductions in emissions," 

Murray says. "If our household can reduce our emissions by 95% in two 

years, then why can't government do something about it?" 

Michael Green, The Age, 7/10/08 
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“When good neighbours become green” — the WestCRAG system 
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In Melbourne, neighbours are taking carbon cutting into their own 

hands and homes. Neesh Wray and Shaun Murray have just one low-

energy light switched on in their Yarraville weatherboard home 

where a small band of locals are drinking tea and talking about 

catastrophic climate change. 

A meeting of the Westside Car-

bon Rationing Action Group has 

just begun. The Westside CRAG 

has not been as strict as the UK 

model . It has met half a dozen 

times, chatting about how to cut 

gas and power use, and about 

the embodied energy in red meat 

and dairy products. 

Murray and Wray have slashed 

their own carbon pollution and 

plan to keep improving their hab-

its and their house. "A huge amount of our emissions are 

the actions of individuals in the way we consume," Murray 

says. "I think in order not to be a hypocrite it's important 

that your own life reflects the change that you want to 

see in society." 

At the meeting conversation simmers over the best 

brands of green power, the high electricity use of kettles 

and the efficiency of laptops compared to desktop com-

puters. 

Wray explains how she and Murray have cut their elec-

tricity consumption to less than a 10th of the national av-

erage. A gizmo called a "power mate" helped them work out which 

appliances use the most power. Another CRAG member, Terry, has 

done the same in his home and was shocked at the guzzling by elec-

trical goods set to standby. "Fourteen per cent of my power usage 

was standby power. I was amazed," he says. 

 

 



Mount Alexander Shire Council Energy and Water Assessments  

Introduction: 

Mount Alexander Shire Council has initiated a new program that 

offers existing clients of the council’s community support unit the  

opportunity to have an in home energy and water assessment  

completed by trained shire workers.  

Background:  

Mount Alexander Shire was offered a grant from Department of   

Human Services to initiate some energy and water saving activities 

for Home and Community Support Unit clients. These are predomi-

nantly people who are frail and aged, people with disabilities, and 

carers of these two groups. The shire has 800 clients regularly         

receiving services.  

Assessment Staff from the Home and Community Support Unit      

devised a program that they hoped would educate shire workers 

and clients, and empower clients to make lasting changes to their 

homes. This in turn would result in reducing green house gas emis-

sions, reducing water use, and saving clients money by lowering 

bills.  

The program has also attracted a further grant from the Mount  

Alexander Shire Council to cover costs of materials and labour     

associated with retrofitting properties. 
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Local Council involvement – what we are doing via the HACC services 
Program: 

There are 4 phases to the program: 

1.  Direct Care Workers and assessment staff are trained to complete 

energy assessments. 

2.  Assessments are completed in client’s homes. The target is 50 assess-

ments in the first 12 months of the program. 

3.  Clients are then offered the opportunity to make changes in the  

following ways: 

(a) The property maintenance section of H and CS  carry out      

retrofitting and physical improvements to properties. 

(b) Clients change their behaviour as a result of the assessment. 

(c) Clients are referred onto another organisation or contractor 

who can follow up assessment recommendations (e.g. roof  

insulation, solar hot water, rebates etc.) 

4. Regular reviews and reassessments to measure changes as a result 

of program. 

Conclusion: 

This is an exciting new initiative for Mount Alexander Shire Council and 

is in line with its strong commitment to reducing greenhouse gas     

emissions and creating a sustainable shire. For more information go to 

the council website, www.mountalexander.vic.gov.au or contact 

j.middleton@mountalexander.vic.gov.au  

TIP: 
Find out what your local council is do-

ing — explore their HACC service and 

Sustainability Plan. 
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Other local councils’ approaches—CRAGs the Manningham way 

The Manningham CRAG differs in that they measure household foot-

prints at the start with the aim to make a reduction, not set a target 

per individual or group.  Manningham are not yet in their second year 

of evaluating original footprint calculations, but used the Carbon Eq-

uity calculator (http://www.carbonequity.info/crags/calculator.html).  

Council, through sustainability consultant Bill Pemberton, instigated a 

CRAG program as an extension of its Existing Sustainable Homes      

program. The CRAG program was a hands-on, practical approach 

introducing a topic followed by a presentation by a provider or     

technician of that service/technology to encourage uptake of energy 

efficient products and services.  

Where possible, group purchases were organised for products to re-

duce costs and bring value to the group participation. They have in-

cluded:  

8 Solarventi solar heating systems 

30 insulation top ups  

150 1Kw Solar PV systems  

500 Solar Hot water system purchases planned 

Council has purchased 10 power meters for group members to borrow 

so they can measure their equipment. Borrowers fill out an equipment 

sheet which to get an idea of what appliances from different eras use 

as some older equipment can be better, ie a 1950s Kelvinator fridge is 

better than a modern 5 star fridge of the same size by 100%!  

In parallel the interest in the Renewable Energy Certificates and the 

CPRS and other policy outputs are discussed and the CRAG group 

members are encouraged to lobby for better outcomes on Climate 

related issues at both State and Federal levels. Crag members do this 

by telling others in their every day conversations, writing letters to     

papers and government ministers and local members and putting on 

events through their other community groups.  

They held meetings in Council chambers for the first 15 months. Then 

they moved to alternate monthly evening seminars and discussion  

sessions.  

 

This empowered the community to share information. Movie and dis-

cussion themes are planned in the future, with some groups beginning 

this community sharing, such as setting up the Sustainable Living space 

at the North Ringwood Neighbourhood House.  

Another progressive idea is that this Municipality-wide group may cre-

ate smaller postcode groupings that meet bi-monthly using the Transi-

tion Towns model, such as that successfully achieved at the SurfCoast 

Shire.  

www.manningham.vic.gov.au 

www.transitioncastlemaine.org 

 



Hepburn University of the Third Age (U3A) formed an Environment 

Group in 2008, running monthly meetings with speakers and trips to 

learn more about environmental issues. We decided that in 2009 the 

year’s emphasis would be more on taking action.   

Having read about the success of the first CRAG in Melbourne, we 

applied for and received a small Shire seeding grant to buy power 

meters, print information and start up a Hepburn CRAG. Volunteers 

were required to contribute time, valued at $15 per hour, to match 

the grant money received.    

We visited MASG in Castlemaine who were setting up their CRAG 

and during that visit we met with the initiators of the Melbourne 

CRAG. Realising that we first needed to become more energy and 

computer literate ourselves, we attended and/or arranged a few 

workshops on energy and on using the power meters and the        

carbon calculator.    

We now have 25 U3A members wanting a CRAG visit.   

We also plan to run a pilot program in Daylesford Primary School. 

Having learned what local schools are doing, we hope to incorpo-

rate CRAG as part of current school sustainability programs. After 

learning to calculate their school’s energy use, and devising tips on 

reducing their carbon footprint and a plan to implement them over 

time, students will take home a brochure inviting parents and com-

munity groups to become involved.    

We hope to extend this pilot to other schools across the Shire, encour-

aging schools to network and share CRAG tips and monitor results.    

We are currently writing information sheets to use in schools and to 

place in libraries across the Shire, along with power meters, for those 

who wish to check their own carbon footprint.  

 

Hepburn CRAG met the WestCrag crew at MASG > 
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“Involving the U3A – how Hepburn is setting up a CRAG program” 



 

 
The North Brisbane CRAG was set up in December 2008 as a way of inspiring 

and empowering people to take action to reduce their carbon emissions. 

The group members have decided on a target of reducing their carbon emis-

sions by 20% on their 2008 levels over the course of 2009.  We are counting 

emissions from household gas and electricity use, car travel and flights.  For the 

latter two we are only counting emissions from personal, rather than work-

related, travel. 

 

The group has decided to go for a percent reduc-

tion rather than a flat cap (such as 4 tons of CO2 

per year) because of the wide range in 2008 emis-

sions levels – from a high of around 16 tons per year 

to a low of under 3. 

Members who overshoot their 2009 target have 

agreed to pay a penalty of $20 per ton of carbon 

that they are over their target or to donate two 

hours per ton to an environmental charity – this en-

sures that financial concerns don’t prevent people 

from participating. 

 

The group meets monthly to chat about how they 

are going with reducing emissions, share tips and 

challenges and learn more about climate change 

related topics.  People have reported that they find 

the monthly meetings a good way to increase their 

knowledge and keep on track with taking steps to 

move towards a carbon-light life.  

 

 

E: Omar, nb.crag@gmail.com 
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North Brisbane CRAG – a snapshot 



 

Local Government 

Local Council Plan 2006-2010 aims to ensure that the natural environ-

ment is protected in a way that is not compromised for future genera-

tions. This includes encouraging sustainable land management  and 

providing opportunities for community participation. Council aims to 

reduce the municipality’s ecological footprint by reducing the level of 

consumption of non-renewable resources and maintaining ongoing 

commitment to reducing the effects of climate change. The Green-

house Action Plan states a performance target to achieve a 30%     

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compare to year 2000 base  

figure by December 2010. www.mountalexander.vic.gov.au 

Transition Towns 

Castlemaine is a Transition Town (Mount Alexander TT), which is      

modelled on a movement that aims to rebuild resilience in response to 

peak oil and to drastically reduce carbon emissions in response to    

climate change. TT’s explore ways to consider, adopt, adapt and    

implement the Transition model in order to establish a Transition Initia-

tive in their locale.  

Solar Cities 

The Central Victoria Solar City project is part of the Australian Govern-

ment’s $94 million Solar Cities program that offers incentives to local 

residents and businesses to participate in a trial range of energy        

efficiency, local energy generation and demand management    

products and services. Based in Castlemaine, the project aims to      

discover innovative local energy solutions for households, the commu-

nity and the planet. The products include education and audit         

services, retro-fitting packages, demand management trials, solar hot 

water installations, photo-

voltaic (‘PV’) technology       

installations and participation 

in research about energy use. 
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Exploring the local actions – what local activities can we build upon? 
MASG 

The Mount Alexander Sustainability Group is made up of local people 

taking action to combat climate change are working on positive  

responses to climate change and peak oil; and are seeking ways to 

get renewable energy systems in place in this region. With a member-

ship of over 1000, our initial focus is on reducing our carbon emissions 

through improving energy efficiency and increasing the supply of  

renewable energy. www.masg.org.au 

CVGA 

The Central Victorian Greenhouse Alliance, comprising 14 local    

governments, and businesses and community organisations, is     

playing a key role in creating sustainable, climate-aware              

communities and profitable, climate-friendly economies in our r 

egion. Their objectives are to reduce central Victorian greenhouse 

gas emissions by 30 per cent below 2000 levels by 2010 and to 

achieve zero net emissions by 2020. Key activities include: Raising 

awareness of climate change, its effects and the solutions, Initiating, 

driving and coordinating projects, Facilitating networks, partnerships 

and cooperative ventures, Sourcing project funding, information   

and resources and Providing a forum for discussing opportunities and 

challenges. www.cvga.org.au 

C500 

A behavioural change program that would test whether major      

savings could be achieved and measured at the regional level by 

engaging a significant proportion of a township, in this case          

Castlemaine, in household energy reduction. Castlemaine 500 also 

had a strong focus on building community        capacity,       

brokered partnerships with key 

groups and built on events such as  

energy smart workshops and home 

 energy assessment training. 

www.myhomemyplanet.org.au 
TIP: 

 

Make links with local projects and 

share resources. 



 

 

Information, Tips, Suggestions & Ideas 

We began our community-based approach to Crags via our 

Masg mailing network of (now) 1000 members. We already 

knew that sourcing information from local people across our 

Shire is imperative for those who find the online maze of infor-

mation daunting and confusing. Contributions of energy sav-

ing information, tips, suggestions and ideas (ITSI’s) from mem-

bers helped take the stress out of 

trying to find out which products 

work, local service recommenda-

tions or innovations tried and 

tested by the community.  

As we say, Let’s get right down to 

the grassroots where the local links 

gather and get on with this busi-

ness of carbon reduction!  

Contributing ITSI’s included the 

following: 

One light policy: I use only 1 light at home 

at any one time, which just takes a little bit 

of self-discipline and behavioural change – 

Carol Mc 

Energy efficient blinds:  We installed 

'honeycomb concertina' type blinds, off-

white in colour – expensive, but kept our 

house light when we closed the house down in the recent hot spell, so we 

didn't need the lights on in the middle of the day – Deanna N 

Window shades: As soon as we covered or western windows with Renshade, 

which is a reflective silver transparent sheet cut to size, the difference was 

immediate – Wendy F 

I have solved the problem of the hot brick south wall by using recycled herb 

drying frames with shade cloth on them and in between slung other recycled 

shade cloth - Carol Mc 

Try taking a light shower on low water pressure – it’s as refreshing as high pres-

Setting up a Carbon Reduction Action Group (CRAG) program the MASG way 
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Gathering participants’ information, tips, suggestions and ideas  

Some hot-cold shared water taps have a central setting that is actually a ‘warm’ setting, and 

therefore will turn on the gas burner just to fill a glass or wash your hands. Martin 

Down jackets: We wear these each morning in winter before heading out the door and therefore 

don’t need to turn the heating on. Also great when sitting still at the computer (with a blankie on 

the knees!) Rima T 

To reduce rodent invasion of your compost bin, fold 3 layers of 1cm gauge fencing over the base 

and up the sides, dig the bin base 6 inches into the ground and firmly pack the soil around it, add-

ing bricks to hold wire in place. Graeme 

Make sure your water efficient shower head is 

set for low water pressure. Graeme 

 

Does anyone have? …  

We also began a regular weekly e-

news section as a one-line space for 

members seeking contacts, informa-

tion, details etc. Responses were 

added to the ITSI e-news section. Re-

quests for information included: 

Does anyone have information on grey water 

usage/treatments for local home use? Paul M 

Has anyone tried LED tubes as a replacement 

for fluros? Dean B 

Does anyone have any info on paper brick-

making for fuel use, including emissions gener-

ated? Jacqueline B-H 

Have been trying for a year now to get a list of local green architects and builders. It's been surpris-

ingly hard to get the information! Any suggestions? Joyce S 

A townie friend gave up her compost heap because of rodents, and wants to know if the eco 

bucket bins work, and do they smell, and can they be used in the kitchen? Solway 

I would like to set up a basic grey water system at home, using a diverter and hoses from the wash-

ing machine and shower but don't know how to – any tips as to how? Kylie S 

Does anyone have any feedback on community car-sharing with other people? Jo M 

 

 

 

The direction of our Crag project was 

determined by community        

responses — we found out what the 

local priority areas were and thus 

developed workshops and local 

resources around them. 

 



 

When we first promoted the Crags program we did so using the local 

communication tools that exist - our weekly e-news mailout, the local 

papers, community newsletters in the smaller towns, Community 

House network and word of mouth. The information initially sent out in 

media releases and flyers was an invitation for expressions of interest 

describing the UK Crags model (see overleaf) . 

 

  

The initial response was yes to the idea of taking action, but no to the 

idea of participating in yet another ‘group’ activity, taking up yet an-

other night of the week each month or so, to access information 

about carbon reduction and climate change, when so much infor-

mation had been made available already. Many Masg and commu-

nity members had made significant changes already, changing light 

bulbs, signing up for Solar PV, attending Masg and C500 activities 

and events. 

The next thing we did was ask the community for information, tips, 

suggestions and ideas to share with one another via our e-news see 

previous page). People 

wanted to share or seek 

information on topics rang-

ing from lighting, window 

coverings, composting and 

car pooling. These contribu-

tions along with numerous 

correspondence with inter-

ested participants, dictated 

the key areas of interest 

and resulted in the series of 

workshops that followed. 
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Our Crag process 

Tonnes of CO2e - household 

3.46

0.00

4.25

0.331.80

5.50

Electricity

Gas

Petrol

LPG

Flights

Red meat

Dairy

In the meantime, we stayed with some of the UK Crag model by ac-

cessing a household carbon emissions calculator, thanks to the West-

Crag crew, and made this calculator available to interested partici-

pants and by offering to calculate their household emissions for them. 

The calculator enabled measuring of 

emissions from household electricity, gas, car usage, flights and con-

sumption of red meat and dairy. The visual impact of the resulting pie 

chart was significant (see below), for people to realize where their con-

sumption matters.  

At this point it was useful to ask the participants to estimate what per-

centage they expected their carbon emissions to reduce over the 

coming year, which they can compare to last year’s calculation by 

accessing the carbon calculator on our website (www.masg.org.au/

crags). 

We also invited participants to a 

photo opportunity and their story, 

telling of their journey sofar to re-

duce their household carbon emis-

sions. The photo collage can be 

viewed on the website along with 

their pledge to reduce their house-

hold emissions. 

 

 

Steve & Fiona, with home-schooled Ryan 

& Tiran, are working to change their 

winter power use in a rented farm house. 
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10% electricity reduction – this could be achieved by installing double glazing, reflective 
window systems or R-rated blinds and closing them down in the hot weather (thus re-

ducing air conditioner use). 

15% electricity reduction – this could be achieved with the above and installing roof 

insulation where there was little or none. 
20% electricity reduction – this could be achieved with the above and installing Solar  

photo-voltaic panels. 

30% electricity reduction – this could be achieved with the above and installing a solar 

hot water system. 
Other reduction measures may include car-free days, adjustments to home plumbing 

to reduce gas used for water heating, flying less or not at all, and looking at local low-

footprint food initiatives and understanding the impact of some food groups. 

If I reduce my carbon emissions by even a small amount, what are the rewards? 

Well it reduces your energy bills to start with. Besides, any steps taken towards sustain-

ability should be celebrated and the people rewarded. That’s why MASG is planning to 

acknowledge the efforts and achievements of Craggers during the life of the project. 

But the incentive we all know is to help get the Co2 emissions down in the fight against 

climate change. 

And if my emissions go up? 

The UK CRAG model is based on a fee-paying structure if you go over your emissions 

target. For example, if you nominate a reduction of 10% of your estimated use last year, 
a fee per kg of carbon is charged using their model that goes towards a charity or envi-

ronmental project. We are in negotiations with a local social support group to donate 

any acquired fees to go to the purchasing of energy efficient bulbs, insulation, shade 

cloth etc. for supported households from this program. 

But don’t be alarmed – we hope that you stay focused and will work with you to remain 

within your target, however, the risk that challenges us all is complacency and not ad-

hering to our own behavioural change.  

Getting started 

Contact Deanna at MASG and let her know you’re interested in the CRAG project. And 

she will get in touch with you about the basic data collection, find out what your key 

priority areas are, and what sort of target you would like to fix. 

Contact 

Deanna Neville, CRAG Project Coordinator 

Work days: Tues & Thurs 

PH: 5470 6978 (MASG) Mob: 0428 751 090 Email: deanna@focusoncommunity.org 

Funding 

The Victorian Government Sustainability Fund supports innovative projects that foster 

sustainable resource use and have economic and social benefits for Victorians. 

The Sustainability Fund is administered by the Victorian Treasurer and the Minister for 
Environment and Climate Change and managed on behalf of the Government by 

Sustainability Victoria. 

Carbon Reduction Action Groups 
Taking a Personal Pledge 

 

Welcome to CRAGs Mount Alexander! 

Householders and individuals in the Shire are being asked to get together with their 

families, friends or neighbours to reduce their household‘s carbon pollution as part of a 

new project from the Mount Alexander Sustainability Group. The project will see local 

households calculating their carbon emissions from electricity, gas, travel and waste, 
pledging to cut those emissions and then working together to find ways to reduce 

them. 

What is it?  

Carbon Reduction Action Groups began in the UK (www.carbonrationing.org.uk) as a 
way for people to make the personal pledge to live low carbon lives. As with most be-

havioural change, people are often more motivated by doing things with friends or 

neighbours that are doing the same. 

In Australia a new network of CRAG groups are forming and putting us on the world 

stage as a grassroots movement where people are taking control of and responsibility 

for their own greenhouse footprints (www.carbonequity.info/crags) 

How does it work? 

MASG has a simple template that calculates last year’s carbon emissions from your 

electricity, gas, personal car and plane travel and information on some aspects of 

food consumption. Just contact Deanna to discuss the basic information available on 

your bills, estimates of your last year’s travel and a brief summary of your meat and 

dairy consumption. (deanna@focusoncommunity.org) 

Why last year’s data? 

Because we appreciate that you have been working long and hard with MASG and 

C500 and made personal efforts and sacrifices to achieve significant reductions al-
ready. By estimating your emissions from last year you will be able to see how those 

changes and any new changes you adhere to are making a difference by measuring 

against this year’s recordings. 

What are the emission reduction goals? 

You choose. To give you a ball park idea, MASG and the Mount Alexander Shire Coun-

cil target is to see carbon emissions by 30% by 2020. In some households as much as 

50% carbon reductions have already been achieved by some individuals and house-
holds – in some cases this has been achieved in only a few years. See the tips and 

ideas from MASG members and Craggers.  

5% electricity reduction – this could be achieved by replacing all household lightbulbs 

with compact fluorescent bulbs, and switching them off when not in use. 

 

Setting up a Carbon Reduction Action Group (CRAG) program the MASG way 

Information flyer 
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Workshop Themes  

The themes that resulted from the contributions of Crag participants 

and based on the basic UK model were retro-fitting, food and trans-
port. 

Mount Alexander Shire resonates a strong sense of community (being 

connected to available supportive networks and like-minded groups) 

and social capital (good 

health & social support facili-

ties and services).  Therefore it 

was easy to identify people in 

the community who were 

practicing the sorts of activities 

around the Crag themes, pro-

fessionally and privately, that 

others wanted to learn more 

about. For the purpose of de-

veloping a grassroots ap-

proach to the Crags program 

it was simply a matter of bring-

ing these enthusiasts together . 

Three key factors made these 

mini-expo styled workshops 

appealing and successful: 

1. Participating local experts were invited to attend and re-

minded regularly 

2. The workshops were free and a great feed provided. 

3. There were kids’ activities to keep young children busy. 

Furthermore, this approach proved to be a really social event be-

cause many of the participants knew each other and people en-

joyed getting together and sharing food. It lends itself to the grass-

roots community development model where the strengths of the 

community are identified (local networks) and these networks are 

engaged. 

 

Workshop Structure 

The workshops were loosely based in 3 parts: the first hour 

(4-5pm) people could chat with the tradies/enthusiasts 

who had their wares/programs on display on the long 

tables set up on the hall. It was a bit like a trades fair. 

The second hour was dedicated to a series of  demon-

strations set up outside. 

This session enabled peo-

ple to move about and 

also to allow the tradies to 

have some time to see 

what else was displayed 

and to be involved in the 

workshops. This time was 

also dedicated to chil-

dren’s activities, which 

were run by local commu-

nity artists.  

The third hour was spent 

sharing a meal, the pur-

pose of which was to al-

low the workshop partici-

pants —tradies, enthusi-

asts, people interested in 

the products and services available to them in the lo-

cal community — to get together over a social meal 

and continue with the networking and information 

sharing. 

Supporting information 

For the purpose of providing further information on lo-

cal retro-fitting, food and transport, a local information 

guide has been developed for reference (see following pages). 

www.masg.org/crags 

Setting up a Carbon Reduction Action Group (CRAG) program the MASG way 

Workshops – using open space tools to involve the wider community 

 

What do we already know about 

workshops and forums? That people 

often make their best                   

contacts during the tea breaks. We also 

know that if there are activitries            

for kids and a good feed, they’re more 

likely to turn up. 
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Ask me about … 

 

Local businesses, tradies and enthusiasts were invited to support this inaugural 

Crag workshop. They were asked to wear  name tags on which they wrote their 

area of interest,  (’My name is …. Ask me about ….’) which was then listed on a 

white board display. When people came to the workshop they simply checked 

the white board to see who was here— in many instances it was people they 

knew. 

 

Retro-fitting products & services presented at the workshop included: Double glazing plastic, Draft exluders, 

Roof insulation, Insulated blinds, Home energy audits, Budget house relocating, Housing and community 

care services, Building with recycled materials, Solar display home, floor insulation, Budget house relocating, 

Solar energy, Solar display home and more. A local retro-fitting guide has since been developed that lists a 

myriad of local resources available (retro-fitting, food and transport) and is available online at 

www..masg.org.au (browse under Crags) and is also included in this booklet (see following pages). 

 

Often people are uncertain of what to do to improve their home energy efficiency, nor where to find the right product and how it works. The 2 

workshop demonstrations made a huge difference for people’s confidence by seeing a product installed and endorsed by an end user. A lo-

cal Masg member offered to demonstrate the plastic double glazing so it was installed in the Anglican Church Deacon’s Cottage whilst a local 

tradie quickly demonstrated installation door draft stoppers in the breezy church hall. We wanted to support the church in this way as it is a 

good networking community and news of the installations will do doubt travel well! 

 

Setting up a Carbon Reduction Action Group (CRAG) program the MASG way 
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Much of our social links evolve around food, so it was hardly sur-

prising that a great number of people attended the first of the 

Crag workshops— local food. 

 

The participating ‘foodies’ included gar-

deners, permaculturalists, goat enthusi-

asts, chook people, seed savers, info on 

grey water, food preserving, bottling 

and more. There were numerous display 

baskets of local food from retail outlets 

across the Shire. 

 

Our climate is dry and drought condi-

tions make the farmer and backyard 

grower ever weary. With the demonstra-

tion of age-old low water gardening sys-

tems at the workshop (known as 

‘wicking’ and soaker-hose gardens), 

many participants found the information reassuring that there 

are ways to grow food sustainably and well. The installation is 

now a demonstration garden at the Anglican Church in Castle-

maine (Mostyn St) where our workshops took place. The church 

community will enjoy the results of the gardens and the accom-

panying garden info will help guide any future enthusiasts. 

 

At each of the Crag workshops, beginning with the local food 

session, a hearty meal was provided, free. The desire to gather 

with a satisfying feast to share  with your children and other like-

minded folk creates the right vibe for a great social occasion, 

and often where strong networks are developed. 

 

Our workshop meals were prepared using local seasonal pro-

duce, and accompanied by locally made bread and dips. A 

selection of wines from the region topped things off! (Children 

were spoiled with home-made Turkish mint cordial …) 

  

Setting up a Carbon Reduction Action Group (CRAG) program the MASG way 

Local food workshop – our experiences 
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Bike and alternative transport – our experiences 

 The idea of riding a bicycle to reduce carbon emissions was well-received and is gathering strength and      

support locally. There is growing commitment from individuals and families to reduce their car use by taking up 

cycling, walking or car pooling. 

 

 Participation at the Crag workshop for bikes and alternative transport included info for bike enthusiasts, alterna-

tive fuel options and a community transport group seeking solutions for the limited shared bike paths in the 

shire. This information stand was particularly well attended.  

 

 The electric bike has gathered community interest as a way of bringing the world closer in a     

sustainable way. The bikes are now sold and serviced locally and the network of services is grow-

ing. They are potentially viable options for people living out-of-town who work or have activities to 

attend in town. 

 Folding bikes might seem novel but they are also practical. 

They provide transport options for rail commuters where  

restricted peak travel times disallow bikes. They are great 

when flying or on train or coach trips where the bike travels 

as part of the luggage, for the alternative holiday. 

 

 Alternative fuel interests with electric car conversion options 

are emerging  and the call-out for chip-oil pick-ups from 

local stores— the new diesel! 

 

 Our information session included all of these and a couple 

of fun demonstrations such as folding bike races, mainte-

nance tips and road bike 

speed trials on wind      

trainers.  

 

As fuel costs soar and      

climate change becomes 

evident, the opportunity of 

alternative transport is     

being picked up more and 

more. 
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Kids’ art activities – our experiences 
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Workshop 1— Retro-fitting 

The Mount Alexander Shire boasts a number 

of local artists and encourages children’s par-

ticipation. Some were engaged to creatively 

occupy children in art-based activities de-

signed to foster an awareness of the work-

shop themes while parents attended evening 

meetings. 

 

The artists were given the themes for the    

projects and followed conversations with the 

children about the event their parents had 

brought them to. 

 

During the retro-fitting workshop they made 

’energy efficient house’ brooches, discussing 

the benefits of insulation, stopping draughts 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Workshop 2—Local food 

Little figurines made from hard-setting plas-

ticine saw the children in this workshop ex-

plore the food they could produce in their 

backyard (carrots, broccoli, chooks and 

fish) as well as the things they liked to attract 

to their neighbourhoods such as birds. 

 

 

Workshop 3— Local transport 

A wild, spinning bicycle wheel was created 

by a group of kids for this workshop. They 

wove fabrics, wool, wire and beads in and 

around the spokes and frame of a discarded 

wheel to make a magical kaleidoscope of 

colour. Conversations about their bicycle an-

tics at home and school were discussed, and 

the kids left with more info about cycling 

than they came with! 
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Summary— taking the steps to Cragging 
 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP 1:  What is the best CRAG model for you? 

Have a look at the UK model, Council approach, Sustainability Group 

practice and how an organisation might Crag and see if any of these 

or a combination of all might fit your needs. 

 
STEP 2: How does a Sustainability Group offer a grassroots project 

such as a Crag? 

Ask members where they are on the pathway to sustainability and 

what they need to get there. During the process offer a range of op-

tions such as supporting small groups like the UK model or a larger 

networked approached like ours.  

 
STEP 3: Identifying your local networks — who are they? 

Explore current groups in your area, including those associated with 

the people you are networking with to start a Crag project. 

 
STEP 4:  What is your local council doing?  

Speak to your local council about ways to work with programs al-

ready  developed. Does your local council have a Sustainability 

Plan? 

 
STEP 5: What sort of interest are you picking up from your re-

search? 

Are people interested in a particular area of need, such as retrofitting 

or transport or local food.  Are there other interests such as protecting 

the natural environment and growing carbon sinking trees? 

STEPS What are the steps to Cragging? 

STEP 6: Who are the local businesses, tradies and enthusiasts and 

how can you contact them? 

Invite people to attend an info session, demonstration day or trades 

fair-styled event — on a smaller scale. Make sure you remind partici-

pants so ring them again to be sure they’re coming. 

 
STEP 7: Accompanying workshops, kids’ sessions and food 

Look for people who can assist with the provision of kids’ activities if 

this is your demographic as well as a shared meal if you think it will en-

courage people to come. If ‘bring a plate to share’ works in your 

community then encourage this sort of sharing. 

 
STEP 8: How can you follow up the interest? 

Look for ways that the information presented at your sessions can be 

made available for the group and other new participants. Use a web 

page, blog, develop a resource list, have monthly workshop demon-

strations — explore the sorts of activities that will  sustain interest in your 

area. 

 
STEP 9: Evaluate your activities 

Don’t wait until the end of your project to see how it’s working — take 

a step back every few months and look at what you are aiming to 

achieve and evaluate whether it’s working and if not how to change. 

 
STEP 10: Celebrate your efforts and get the word out about what 

you are doing! Sometimes it takes just one action to get a reaction! 



CRAGs Carbon Calculator 2009 
    

Name     

State VIC 0.001325  

Number of people in household     

    

Electricity    

% of Greenpower purchased 0%   

Please enter annual consumption, 
or otherwise input details from 2 bills (preferably 12 months apart)  
Annual electricity consumption 
(kWh)     

      OR (peak) (offpeak)  

Meter reading date #1 (older bill)     

Meter reading #1      
Meter reading date #2 (newer bill)     

Meter reading #2      

Tonnes of CO2e per year 0.00   

    

Gas    

Please enter annual consumption, 
or otherwise input details from 2 bills (preferably 12 months apart)  
Annual gas consumption (MJ)     

      OR    

Meter reading date #1 (older bill)     

Meter reading #1     

Meter reading date #2 (newer bill)     

Meter reading #2     

Heating value     

Tonnes of CO2e per year 0.00   

    

    

  

Petrol - Vehicle 2    

Please enter litres per week, 
or otherwise input mileage & engine size    

Weekly petrol consumption (litres)     

      OR    

Annual mileage (km)     

Engine size (select from drop-down menu)     

Tonnes of CO2e per year 0.00   

    

LPG    

Please enter litres per week, 
or otherwise input mileage & engine size    

Weekly gas consumption (litres)     

      OR    

Annual mileage (km)     

Engine size (select from drop-down menu)     

Tonnes of CO2e per year 0.00   

    

Flights    

Class (select from drop-down menu) economy   

Total distance (click on tab below) 0   

Tonnes of CO2e per year 0.00   

    

Red meat    

150g serves of red meat per week     

Tonnes of CO2e per year 0.00   

    

Dairy    

250ml serves of milk per week     

250ml serves of yoghurt per week     

30g serves of cheese per week     

Tonnes of CO2e per year 0.00   

    

     

Summary household per person  
Electricity 0.00 Enter # of householders (above)  
Gas 0.00 0.00  
Petrol 0.00 0.00  
LPG 0.00 0.00  
Flights 0.00 0.00  
Red meat 0.00 0.00  
Dairy 0.00 0.00  
Total 0.00 0.00  
    

     
For an Xcel adaptation of this calculator, go to www.crags.org.au  

Petrol - Vehicle 1    

Please enter litres per week, 
or otherwise input mileage & engine size    

Weekly petrol consumption (litres)     

      OR    

Annual mileage (km)     

Engine size (select from drop-down menu)     

Tonnes of CO2e per year 0.00   
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Victoria 
10% Accredited Green Energy Plans 

 

100% Accredited Green Energy Plans 

Rating Product Organisation Green Power %  $per Year Extra  Fixed Cost  Variable Cost  

#1 Click to find out! ? ? ? ? ? 

#2 Jack Green  Jack Green  10% Nothing   

#3 Green Touch  Simply 10% Nothing   

#4 10% Green Australian Power & Gas 10% Nothing   

#5 10% Green Country Energy  10% $52.00   

#6 Go Easy  TRU 10% $52.00   

#7 AGL Green Energy  AGL 10% $57.25   

  Compare green energy plans (or go to www.greenenergywatch.com.au) 

* Figures current as of 01/09/2008. All data sourced from www.greenenergywatch.com.au 
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